Ice Nucleation Activity in Plants: The Distribution, Characterization, and Their Roles in Cold Hardiness Mechanisms.
Control of freezing in plant tissues is a key issue in cold hardiness mechanisms. Yet freeze-regulation mechanisms remain mostly unexplored. Among them, ice nucleation activity (INA) is a primary factor involved in the initiation and regulation of freezing events in plant tissues, yet the details remain poorly understood. To address this, we developed a highly reproducible assay for determining plant tissue INA and noninvasive freeze visualization tools using MRI and infrared thermography. The results of visualization studies on plant freezing behaviors and INA survey of over 600 species tissues show that (1) freezing-sensitive plants tend to have low INA in their tissues (thus tend to transiently supercool), while wintering cold-hardy species have high INA in some specialized tissues; and (2) the high INA in cold-hardy tissues likely functions as a freezing sensor to initiate freezing at warm subzero temperatures at appropriate locations and timing, resulting in the induction of tissue-/species-specific freezing behaviors (e.g., extracellular freezing, extraorgan freezing) and the freezing order among tissues: from the primary freeze to the last tissue remaining unfrozen (likely INA level dependent). The spatiotemporal distributions of tissue INA, their characterization, and functional roles are detailed. INA assay principles, anti-nucleation activity (ANA), and freeze visualization tools are also described.